How do graph clustering techniques compare with respect to their summarization power? How well can they summarize a million-node graph with a few representative structures? Graph clustering or community detection algorithms can summarize a graph in terms of coherent and tightly connected clusters. In this paper, we compare and contrast different techniques: METIS, Louvain, spectral clustering, SlashBurn and KCBC, our proposed k-core-based clustering method. Unlike prior work that focuses on various measures of cluster quality, we use vocabulary structures that often appear in real graphs and the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle to obtain a graph summary per clustering method. Our main contributions are: (i) Formulation: We propose a summarization-based evaluation of clustering methods. Our method, VOG-OVERLAP, concisely summarizes graphs in terms of their important structures which lead to small edge overlap, and large node/edge coverage; (ii) Algorithm: we introduce KCBC, a graph decomposition technique, in the heart of which lies the k-core algorithm (iii) Evaluation: We compare the summarization power of five clustering techniques on large real graphs, and analyze their compression performance, summary statistics and runtimes.
Introduction
Summarization becomes increasingly crucial with the continuous generation of large amounts of data [15] , as it can abstract away noise, and help discover existing patterns, which in turn may inform the human decision processes, as well as the design of new large-scale analysis algorithms. In this paper we focus on summarization of graphs, which are powerful structures that capture a host of phenomena, from communication between people to interactions between neurons in our brains [2, 13, 25] . Specifically, we put various graph clustering and community detection methods under the microscope and study their summarization power. Which graph clustering approach helps to summarize a graph in the best way? How expressive are the resulting summaries?
Detecting clusters or communities in graphs is of great interest in various domains, including social, biological, and web sciences [3, 11, 13] . There is very active research in the area, and numerous objective functions have been proposed to detect clusters or communities, that are defined as "tightlyconnected" subgraphs. These clusters provide a better understanding of the underlying network structure (e.g. functional units in biology, research communities in collaboration networks), but can also be seen as a summary of the original graph. In this work we focus on the latter interpretation, and propose a novel way of comparing graph clustering methods. Unlike the literature which is rich in comparisons of clustering approaches in terms of cluster quality (e.g. modularity, average clustering coefficient, external and internal conductance, normalized mutual information), we compare and contrast the output summaries quantitatively and qualitatively. The idea is that the method that leads to the best summary is the one that helps the most in detecting and guiding a practicioner's attention to interesting and useful patterns.
For the graph summary generation, we leverage VOG [19, 20] , a graph summarization algorithm that aims at succinctly describing million-node graphs. In a nutshell, VOG formulates the graph summarization problem as an information-theoretic optimization problem, where the goal is to find the hidden local structures that collectively minimize the global description length of the graph. For compression, VOG uses the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle:
min L(G, M ) = min{L(M ) + L(E)} where M is an approximation of A deduced by the model M , and E = M A is the error matrix. In addition to the MDL, the method uses a fixed vocabulary of structures ⌦ (cliques and near-cliques, stars, chains, and full or near-bipartite cores) that are ubiquitous in real-world graphs, and attempts to summarize the input graph in terms of these structures.
In [20] , the first step of the summarization algorithm is to apply a subgraph extraction method, the output of which is then processed and refined by using MDL and a structure selection process. The authors adapted a node reordering method called SlashBurn [16] , which biases the subgraphs to be stars or star-like -which is evidenced by the experiments in [20] . We propose to use VOG as a proxy to compare community detection and clustering methods with respect to a new metric, their summarization power: (i) SlashBurn and its adaptation to graph clustering [16, 20] ; (ii) k-core-based clustering; (iii) Louvain community detection [4] ; (iv) spectral clustering [14] ; (v) METIS [17] . For k-core decomposition, we formulate it in a new way that provides multiple strongly connected components. We note that each method employs a different objective function and biases the shape of the discovered subgraphs accordingly. Most of the methods detect well-connected clusters that correspond to full cliques or bipartite cores. We propose using the MDL encoding cost as a quantitative means for comparing the methods: the most powerful method from a summarization perspective is the one that results in the best compressed graph summary. Our contributions are:
• Formulation: We are the first to evaluate clustering methods on the basis of MDL encoding, and thoroughly compare different graph decomposition techniques in terms of summarization power. We also introduce an edge-overlap-aware graph summarization method.
• Algorithm: We propose KCBC, a scalable, community detection algorithm based on k-cores.
• Experiments: We conduct thorough empirical analysis of five graph decomposition methods on large, real-world data. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the clustering methods that we consider, and our proposed k-core-based clustering algorithm. In Section 3 we introduce a new summarization model that accounts for overlapping edges in the extracted subgraphs. The empirical evaluation of the clustering methods is given in 4 followed by the related work and conclusions in Sections 5 and 6. We give the major symbols in Table 1 . Notation Description G(V, E), A graph, and its adjacency matrix V, n = |V| node-set and number of nodes of G resp. E, m = |E| edge-set and number of edges of G resp. ⌦ vocabulary of structure types M a model for G == a list of node sets with associated structure types
# of bits to describe model M , and G using M L(M ), L(s) # of bits to describe model M and structure s resp. c # of clusters t # of iterations
Clustering Methods for Graph Summarization
One important constituent part of the summarization approach that we leverage, VOG, is the graph decomposition method that is used to obtain candidate structures for the graph summary. In this work, we study the effect of various clustering methods to the quality of the summary, and, in reverse, we use VOG-CONTRAST (Algorithm 1), a VOG-based approach, as a proxy to evaluate the summarization power of the clustering methods. We consider the following approaches: SlashBurn, out proposed k-core-based clustering (KCBC), Louvain, spectral clustering, and METIS. We first give a brief introduction of these algorithms and how we aim to leverage them to generate candidate subgraphs for the VOG-style summaries, and then summarize their qualitative comparison in Table 2 .
Algorithm 1 VOG-CONTRAST: Summarization-based Comparison of Graph Decomposition Methods
Input: graph G
Step 1: Summary extraction by using one of {SlashBurn, KCBC, Louvain, spectral clustering, and METIS}.
Step 2: MDL-based subgraph labeling by using a reduced vocabulary (compared to VOG 1 ) that consists of full cliques, full bipartite cores, stars and chains.
Step 3: Summary assembly by employing the VOG heuristics TOP10 and GREEDY'NFORGET (Section 4). return summary of the most important graph structures SlashBurn. SlashBurn [16] is a node-reordering algorithm initially developed for the purpose of graph compression. The notion behind the algorithm is that removing the highest centrality nodes from the graph produces many small disconnected components and one giant connected component. SLASHBURN performs two steps iteratively. First, it removes high centrality nodes from the graph. Next, it reorders nodes such that high-degree nodes are assigned the lowest IDs, nodes from disconnected components are assigned the highest IDs and nodes from the giant connected component are assigned the middle-range of IDs. In the next iteration, the process is repeated on the giant connected component. We leverage this process by identifying structures from the egonet 2 of each high centrality node, as well as the disconnected components as subgraphs.
KCBC. k-cores [12] have traditionally been used to unveil densely connected structures in graphs. A k-core can be defined as a maximal subgraph for which each node is connected to at least k other nodes in the subgraph. Though the existence of k-cores in social graphs has been studied previously, to our knowledge no previous works have leveraged the k-core algorithm (recursively delete all nodes and adjacent edges in the graph of degree less than k) to identify communities in graphs. In this work, we develop a k-core-based algorithm to identify notable graph structures. The method is described in Algorithm 2. The main advantages of this method are that it is (i) fast and scalable with time complexity O(n + m), (ii) can identify multiple structures per node and (iii) produces concise listings of non-redundant structures.
Algorithm 2 KCBC: k-core-based Graph Clustering
Input: graph G While the graph is nonempty
Step 1: Compute core numbers (max k for which the node is present in the decomposition) for all nodes in the graph.
Step 2: Choose the maximum k (kmax) for which the decomposition is non-empty, and identify nodes which are present in the decomposition as the "decomposition set." Terminate when kmax = 1.
Step 3: For the induced subgraph from the decomposition set, identify each connected component as a structure.
Step 4: Remove all edges in the graph between nodes in the decomposition set-they have been identified as structures already. return set of all identified structures Louvain. Louvain community detection [4] is a modularity-based graph partitioning method for detecting hierarchical community structure. The method is composed of two phases which are applied iteratively. In the first phase, each node is placed in its own community. Next, the neighbors j of each node i are considered, and i is moved to j's community if the move produces the maximum modularity gain. The process is applied repeatedly until no further gain is possible. In the second phase, a new graph is built whose supernodes represent the communities of the first phase, and superedges are weighted by the sum of weights of links between the two communities. The first phase is then applied to the new graph and the algorithm typically converges in a few such passes.
Spectral Clustering. Spectral clustering refers to a class of algorithms which utilize eigendecomposition of graphs or graph Laplacians to identify community structure. We utilize one such spectral clustering algorithm [14] which partitions a graph into k segments by performs a k-means clustering 1 Unlike VOG, in our algorithm we only consider full cliques, bipartite cores, stars, and chains. That is, we ignore the near-structures, because their MDL encoding incorporates error, which interferes with the global MDL encoding that we described in Section 1 2 Egonet of a node is the induced subraph of the node and its neighbors.
on the top-k eigenvectors of the input graph. The clustering is inspired by the notion that nodes with similar connectivity will have similar eigen-scores in the top-k vectors and form clusters.
METIS. METIS [17]
is a cut-based k-way multilevel graph partitioning scheme based on multilevel recursive bisection (MLRB) algorithms. Unlike other MLRB algorithms, METIS first coarsens the input graph by collapsing connected nodes into supernodes iteratively until the graph size is substantially reduced. Coarsening is done in a fashion to preserve edge-cut at each stage. Next, the coarsened graph is partitioned using MLRB and the partitioning is projected onto the original input graph G by iteratively backtracking through the coarsened graph at each stage. In the uncoarsening phase, nodes are swapped between partitions to reduce edge-cut using the Kernighan-Lin algorithm. The method produces k roughly equally sized partitions.
In Table 2 we compare the main features of these clustering methods, where n is the number of nodes and m is the number of edges in a graph. SLASHBURN and k-cores both give clusters that have overlapped edges, meaning in the model given by VOG where they are used as subgraph generation algorithms, there are likely to be structures including the same edges. Ideally we would like to minimize this kind of overlap between structures, which we explain and propose the encoding of such overlaps in description length. 
Encoding Overlapping Edges
In [20] , the proposed summarization algorithm assumes that the candidate structures for the graph summary have node overlap, but no edge overlap. However, several graph decomposition methods, including SlashBurn and KCBC, produce edge-overlapping subgraphs, and there is good chance that a group of densely overlapping structures is chosen to be included in the graph summary because of they both appear to help with reducing the encoding cost of the graph. Moreover, the overlapping structures often result in lower coverage of nodes and edges than desired, and produce duplicated instead of comprehensive information for the input graph.
Our goal is to get a concise summary of the graph without explaining away edges multiple timesi.e. we want to minimize node and edge redundancy in our graph summary. We note that we are still interested in overlapping nodes that span multiple structures, as they can be seen as 'bridges' or 'connectors' and provide useful information about the network structure. To handle the abovementioned issue, we propose a new method, VOG-OVERLAP, which extends VOG by minimizing the node/edge overlap and maximizing the coverage of the summary. First, we give an illustrative example that shows the issue of overlapping edges that arises from some graph clustering methods (in our case SlashBurn and KCBC), and then provide the details of VOG-OVERLAP, and show its better performance compared to VOG.
An Illustrative Example. Let us assume that the output of an edge-overlapping graph decomposition method is the following model which consists of three full cliques: full clique 1 with nodes 1-20; full clique 2 with nodes 11-30; and full clique 3 with nodes 21-40. The VOG-based summary, which does not account for overlaps, includes in the summary all three structures, which clearly encode redundant nodes and edges. Despite the overlap, the model returns that it only needs 441 bits to describe the graph with the above-mentioned model, since it does not penalize edges that are covered multiple times. For reference, the graph needs 652 bits under the no model assumption. Ideally, we would want a method that penalizes extensive overlaps and tries to increase node/edge coverage.
Encoding the Overlapping Edges. To handle this issue, we propose VOG-OVERLAP which detects significant node and edge overlaps, and steers the structure selection process towards the desired output. We extend the optimization function for graph summarization by adding an overlaprelated term (in bold):
} where M is an approximation of A deduced by the model M , E = M A is the error matrix, and O is a weighted matrix that keeps track of the number of times each edge has been explain by M .
For consistency with VOG, we use the optimal prefix code [9] to encode the total number of overlapping edges. Following the literature [21] , to encode the weights in matrix O which correspond to the number of times that each of the edges has been covered by the model, we use the MDL optimal encoding for integers [27] . The encoding for the overlaps is given by:
where |O| is the number of (distinct) overlapping edges, ||O|| and ||O|| 0 correspond to the number of present and missing edges in O, l 1 = log((||O||/(||O|| + ||O|| 0 )), and analogue for l 0 , are the lengths of the optimal prefix codes for the present and missing edges, respectively, and E(O) is the set of non-zero entries in matrix O.
By applying VOG-OVERLAP to the example above, we obtain in the summary only the 1st and the 2nd clique, as desired. The encoding of our proposed method is 518 bits, which is higher than the number of bits of VOG: The reason is that in the VOG-OVERLAP-based summary some edges have remained unexplained (from nodes 11-20 to nodes 21-40), and, thus, are encoded as error. On the other hand, the VOG-based model encodes all nodes and edges (without errors), but explains many edges twice (e.g. the clique 11-20, the edges between 11-20 and 21-30) without 'counting' the redundancy-related bits twice.
Experiments
To compare and contrast the various decomposition methods used in VOG-CONTRAST, we use several real-world graphs which are presented with short descriptions in Table 3 . We evaluate the clustering methods in three ways: (i) Trade-off between compression and coverage; (ii) Qualitative properties of their resulting summaries; and (iii) Runtime.
For structure selection we use the TOP10 and GREEDY'NFORGET heuristics that were introduced in [20] . Both heuristics order the candidate structures in decreasing order of encoding benefit (i.e. how much they help reduce the encoding cost of the graph). TOP10 returns the ten structures that help most, while GREEDY'NFORGET considers the structures sequentially and includes in the summary (or model M ) only the ones that help further decrease the encoding cost of the graph. For all our experiments on Louvain, we choose resolution ⌧ = 0.0001. 
Compression Rate vs. Node/Edge Coverage
We start by broaching the trade-off between compression rate and node/edge coverage for the five clustering methods that we consider. Table 4 gives the compression rate the TOP10 selection heuristic, while Table 5 shows the compression rate of VOG-OVERLAP and the GREEDY'NFORGET selection. In the case of SlashBurn and KCBC, which result in edge-overlapping clusters, we provide the compression rate of VOG as well. Figure 1 shows the node and edge coverage of each VOG-OVERLAP + GREEDY'NFORGET summary model for the Chocolate and AS-Oregon graphs. The lighter and darker shades correspond to the node coverage before and after the structure selection (i.e. before step 3 of Algorithm 1). The node coverage for the non-overlapping clustering methods before the structure selection is not 100%, because we ignore clusters with fewer than 3 nodes, which are likely to be uninteresting from a practitioner's perspective.
Observation 1 In terms of compression rate, SLASHBURN and KCBC usually win over other methods, especially for the GREEDY'NFORGET heuristic. When KCBC has a much lower compression rate than SLASHBURN, it is due to the fact that KCBC covers very few nodes (e.g. nodes with degree k). Though lower compression is usually better, we still want to get informative summaries that provide good coverage.
We see this tradeoff clearly with SLASHBURN and KCBC. While KCBC has significantly lower compression rate, SLASHBURN achieves much higher node and edge coverage. Louvain and METIS lead to good coverage before the structure selection in step 3 of VOG-CONTRAST, but quite poor after that.
Qualitative Comparison of Structures
What types of structures do the summaries consist of? Which method is the most expressive in terms of summarization? Figures 2 and 3 depict the number of structures found by each clustering method before and after the selection step (light and dark color, respectively).
It is not surprising that SLASHBURN tends to find more structures than others, especially for stars, because of the way it decomposes the input graph. SLASHBURN contributes mainly stars and some cliques in the graph's final summary. KCBC's contribution is reverse. METIS, identifies both types of structures, but, as we will see in the next subsection, it is limited by its runtime.
Observation 2 SLASHBURN results in the most expressive summary which consists of all four types of structures. The othe approaches find mainly full cliques and bipartite cores (and before the selection step, they sometimes identify a few stars). 
Runtime Comparison
In Table 6 we provide the runtime of the subgraph generation (clustering) and summary assembly for each method in VOG-CONTRAST. Since GREEDY'NFORGET tends to give better compression than the TOP10 heuristic, we only report result for that.
Observation 3 As far as the subgraph generation time is concerned, the ordering of the methods from the fastest methods are KCBC, spectral clustering and METIS, followed by Louvain and SlashBurn. The differences in the runtimes become bigger as the size of the input graph increases.
The summary assembly time is proportional to the number and size of candidate structures provided by the clustering method. Observation 4 Considering the summarization power generally, SLASHBURN overpowers the other methods in quantity of discovered structures, especially stars. Cliques are identified by a selection of methods including KCBC, Louvain and spectral clustering, which are often faster than SLASHBURN.
Related Work
Work related to VOG-CONTRAST comprises MDL-based and graph clustering approaches.
MDL and Graph Mining. Many data mining problems are related to summarization and pattern discovery, and, thus, are intrinsically related to Kolmogorov complexity [10] . While not computable, it can be practically implemented by the Minimum Description Length principle [26] (lossless compression). Examples of applications in data mining include clustering [7] , classification [22] , community detection in matrices [6] , and outlier detection [1] .
Graph Clustering. We have already presented several graph clustering and community detection methods [4, 14, 17] in Section 2, which are all biased toward heavily connected subgraphs, such as cliques and bipartite cores. Other methods include the blockmodels representation [5] , and community detection algorithms tailored to social, biological, and web networks [3, 11, 13] . Work on clustering attributed graphs [18, 28, 29] is related but does not apply in our case. Leskovec et al.'s work [23] is relevant to ours since it compares several clustering methods, but their focus is on classic measures of cluster quality, while we propose an evaluation of these method in terms of summarization power. Some summarization methods [8, 24] are related to VOG, but cannot be used as proxies to evaluate the summarization power of clustering techniques.
Conclusion
In this work we evaluate various graph clustering and community detection methods in terms of summarization power, in contrast to the literature that has focused on measures of cluster quality. We have proposed an MDL-based graph summarization approach, VOG-CONTRAST, which leverages the clusters found by graph decomposition methods, and is also edge-overlap aware (VOG-OVERLAP). Moreover, we have presented KCBC, a highly efficient, scalable and parameter-free graph clustering algorithm based on k-cores. Our thorough experimental analysis on real-world graphs has shown that each clustering approach has different strengths and weaknesses in terms of summarization power. Understanding their biases and combining them accordingly can give stronger better graph summaries with more diverse and high-quality structures.
